Answer Path provides a fast path to trusted answers on federal and state individual and business tax topics in Thomson Reuters Checkpoint.

There is no extra cost for this award-winning feature — it is included with most federal and state tax Checkpoint subscriptions as part of our commitment to continually provide tax professionals with innovative technology and enhancements to get their jobs done better, faster and more accurately.

Need a quick answer or amount? Or a concise explanation of a topic with a clear path to more detailed guidance? Get fast guidance to trusted federal and state answers with Answer Path from Thomson Reuters Checkpoint.

Provide your clients with up-to-date, expert tax advice that’s critical when resolving issues encountered while preparing clients’ tax returns or advising them on proposed transactions, tax planning opportunities or life events. Increase client retention and add to the portfolio of services you offer to clients. Reduce complexity, speed your tax process and increase confidence in your results — no matter what the scenario.

Depending on your search and subscription, Answer Path will provide Quick Tax Amounts and/or Orientation Documents or a direct path to state chart results.

NEW! Quickly create a multi-state view of a state tax topic with relevant charts.
Regardless of your level of experience or expertise, Answer Path will get you to the right answer.

Answer Path results change as you type in the keyword search field, allowing you to refine your search and immediately see results without having to perform a new search or navigate through a list of results.

Orientation Documents start you down your research path with the basic rules explained in plain English, the applicable Code Section(s), links to frequently needed materials (such as practice aids and forms instructions) and subscription-sensitive links to more detailed coverage in other sources when you need to go further — whether preparing a return with PPC Deskbooks, understanding an area of law with the Federal Tax Coordinator or completing a transaction with Checkpoint Catalyst™.

Quick Tax Amounts provide quick and accurate answers to common tax questions in personal or business-related transactions such as “what’s the standard mileage rate?” or “what’s the maximum adoption credit allowed?”

Answer Path from Thomson Reuters Checkpoint — your path to trusted tax research answers

Note: Amounts and limits shown are for display purposes only and subject to change.

Visit tax.tr.com/answerpath